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Tuition, aid
face key
Board vote

TREANORMEMORIAL

by Sarah Scire
Campus News Editor
With the financial crisis looming over current and prospective students and their families, top administrators are predicting that next
week’s Board of Trustees meeting will include
the largest financial aid allocation in University
history and a moderate tuition increase.
Executive Vice President and Treasurer Lou
Katz, who heads the Board of Trustee’s financial
committee, said the team of administrators and
trustees has already met once to discuss the major financial decisions they will have to vote on
next Friday.
“From perspective of finance committee, this
is an important meeting,” Katz said. “We will
discuss financial aid and the endowment, and
this is the meeting we typically approve tuition
for next academic year.”
Katz said he expects the board to pass the
moderate tuition increase, which he said will be
See TUITION, p. 5

Students
cut dorm
Grad school applications increase energy use
Opinion split on
Nick Gingold/senior staff photographer

About 1,000 students attend a memorial for Laura Treanor at the Smith Center Monday night. Treanor was found dead on Friday in her
Ivory Tower room. SEE STORY, PAGE 3

poor economy's
impact
by David Heller
Hatchet Reporter

they have seen a 45 percent increase of
interest in business, law and graduate
school preparation programs.
This is prompting more aspiring
graduate students to take tests like the
GMAT, which has been taken by 5.8
percent more students than last year in
the United States and 11.6 percent more
worldwide.

Applications to GW’s graduate programs have increased 7 percent from
this time last year, but opinion is split
on what effect the country’s recession
will ultimately have on graduate admissions.
In addition to the 7 percent master’s
degree application increase, doctoral applications are up by three percent. This
follows last year's five percent decrease
in applications.
Individually, four of the seven
schools that offer master’s degree programs have seen an increase in applications. The School of Business and the
Trachtenberg School of Public Policy
have increased 18 and 17 percent respectively, while the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences and the
Graduate School of Education and Human Development both reported 8 percent increases.
A recent surge of interest in graduate study has been exhibited nationwide. Test preparation company Kaplan said that since September 2008,

Though graduate school popularity
is widely speculated to be a byproduct
of the sparse job opportunities caused
by the recession, Kristen Williams,
executive director of GW’s Office of
Graduate School Enrollment Management, is cautious about conflating that
with GW’s early rise in applications.
She believes it has more to do with the

individual graduate programs.
“At the graduate level, all enrollments are very program and schoolspecific,” she said. “There are programs
that get popular and gain more interest
for students, so what drives application
rates are a number of things."
Williams said that the spike is due
See GRAD APPS, p. 6

Applications from December '07 to '08
Doctorate Programs
Master's Programs

by Lauren Hoenemeyer
Hatchet Reporter
Students have used 12.7 percent less electricity in residence halls since September compared
to the same time last year, organizers of a University-wide conservation contest said.
Halfway through the University’s “EcoChallenge,” which runs through April, the University is reporting that residence halls are making significant progress reducing their energy
use.
“It’s excellent news and especially because
it is based off what students are doing themselves,” said Executive Vice President and Lou
Katz, who oversees GW’s Office of Sustainability. “[It] shows how committed students are to
sustainability. I think it’s a very positive sign
and ultimately it will save the institution a lot
of money.”
He added, “This kind of reduction at the individual level is a meaningful number. Coupled
with all the additional efforts, this is another
signal that students are committed to overall
sustainability effort.”
Katz said he hopes that students will be inspired by the successful first half of the “EcoChallenge” and encourage their friends and
neighbors to conserve as well.
“It becomes infectious in a positive way,”
Katz said.
The Green Living and Learning Community
See ENERGY, p. 5

Maintenance Univ. buys $16M building in Va.
workers get 'Research II' will
hold classrooms,
pay raise
research facilities
by Becky Reeves
Hatchet Reporter
Despite a deepening financial recession, the
University’s 200 housekeeping and groundskeeping workers can rest a little easier after receiving a
3 percent pay raise this week.
After successful negotiations between their
union and GW, the wage hike brings their total
hourly wage to $15.58. Lou Katz, executive vice
president and treasurer, said he hopes the pay increase will make University employees want to
work more productively.
“We want people to work harder and smarter,”
said Katz, who added that the University has not
increased the number of staffers proportionately
to its recent increase in square footage.
Katz added that in addition to wage increases,
the GW housekeepers also renegotiate health care
benefits annually.
“Part of union agreement is that the health
benefits and wages are looked at an annual basis,”
See RAISE, p. 8

by Rachel Barker
Hatchet Reporter
The University recently purchased a $16.6 million office building
in Ashburn, Va., that will increase
the size of GW’s Virginia campus by
about 25 percent.
The Virginia campus, which is
roughly 25 miles from Foggy Bottom, is currently home to three GW
buildings, two of which are used
mainly for administrative offices
and a third that houses the National
Crash Analysis Center.
GW is planning to renovate
the new building, which is roughly
70,000 square feet, from office space
to both classrooms and research faAude White/Hatchet photographer
cilities by next fall. Graduate and
certificate programs in fields rang- The University's new building in Ashburn, Va., formerly the home of Tellabs, a communications company. GW bought
the property, tentatively titled "Research II," for $16.6 million.
See BUILDING, p. 5
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Thursday
HIGH 40 | LOW 25
EDWARD P. JONES READS 'THE
KNOWN WORLD'
Pulitzer Prize-winning author
and visiting professor Edward
P. Jones will read a passage
from his novel about racism,
memory and the power of art.
5 p.m.
Jack Morton Auditorium

Friday
HIGH 39 | LOW 21
BUILDING JJ OPEN HOUSE
Check out the first “green”
residence hall room on campus in the Revolution Green
LLC.
4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Building JJ

Saturday
HIGH 31 | LOW 23
SIKHCESS
Make peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches to help feed the
homeless with Sikhcess, a
community service organization that aims to bridge cultural,
socioeconomic and religious
divides.
9 a.m.
GW Hospital Jefferson Room

Sunday
HIGH 44 | LOW 31
HIPPODROME SUPER BOWL
PARTY
Play Xbox, Wii Sports, free billiards and eat free food while
watching the Super Bowl.
4:30 p.m.
Marvin Center Hippodrome

D.C. resident
pleads guilty to
murder of alumna
A D.C. resident pleaded guilty
in a Maryland court this week to
the murder of a GW graduate student last spring.
Gary T. McKinley, 26, pleaded
guilty to second-degree murder in
the April 2008 death of his girlfriend,
24-year-old preschool teacher Sheena Marie Day. Day was a graduate
student at GW in spring 2008, and
a news release from the Maryland
state’s attorney’s office said she was
pursuing a degree in education.
On April 13, 2008, McKinley
flagged down a police officer in
Prince George’s County and told
the officer that he came home and
found his girlfriend in bed with
blood around her head, according
to the release.
After questioning, McKinley
took responsibility for Day's death
and said he used a gun, though it
was never found.
Day, who had an 8-monthold son, had previously sought
relocation services from D.C.’s domestic violence division and later
attempted to obtain a protective
order against McKinley, according
to a news release. By the end of the
same month, the couple was again
living together in Maryland.
McKinley has prior arrests for
possession of marijuana and sexual
assault and is also a registered sex
offender in the District.
He will be sentenced on March
11, 2009, and could face up to 50
years in prison.
–Lindsay Life

Corrections
In "Students rally in support of Israel" (Jan. 26, p. 1),
The Hatchet misquoted senior
Benji Davis as saying, "The
rockets weren't causing damage and death, they were causing psychological damage." He
said, "The rockets weren't just
causing damage and death,
they were causing psychological damage."

WWW.GWHATCHET.COM

SNAPSHOT

University delays
scheduled Web
site revisions

Violence Vigil

Nick Gingold/senior staff photographer

Junior Brandon Mansur, along with about 25 other students, walk from Thurston to St.
Mary's Church in memory of Yoshio Nakada Wednesday night. Nakda, 61, was found brutally murdered on Dec. 24 near the Potomac Plaza apartments. SEE STORY ONLINE.

SA confirms two cabinet members and two new senators
The Student Association confirmed two new cabinet members
and voted on replacements for two
vacant senate seats Tuesday night
at its monthly senate meeting.
Junior Kevin Homiak was confirmed as vice president of public
affairs and freshman Dylan Pyne
was named to the Socially Responsible Initiatives Commission.
Homiak and Pyne were nominated by SA President Vishal Aswani and confirmed to their respective appointments by the senate.
In his new capacity as Aswani’s spokesman, Homiak said
he hopes to build connections to
keep students better informed
about the organization’s work and
initiatives.
“I can’t tell you how many
students I’ve talked to who don’t
know about the test bank we’ve
put together,” he said. “It’s about

getting information like that out
there. It’s a very simple job. We
want to get what the VPs are doing
out to the student body.”
Homiak said he plans to hold
bi-weekly press conferences to
open channels to student media
and to utilize Facebook to reach out
to students.
We have "two and a half
months left," Homiak said. "We
got very little done, what we have
gotten accomplished has not been
publicized. It's a very simple problem."
The two empty senate seats –
one representing the Colombian
College of Arts and Sciences and
the other the School of Business –
were filled Tuesday by freshmen
Christophe Hollocou and Brendan
Curran.
Hollocou lost a bid for the
freshman senate seat in the fall and

said he was excited about this second opportunity.
“This proves that if you work
hard enough and you want something badly enough, you can eventually get it,” he said.
He, along with Curran, was selected from a large applicant pool
as one of three final candidates for
the position.
The finalists had an opportunity to state their case to the senate
before voting took place.
Like Hollocou, Curran pursued his senate seat after vying for
the freshman position earlier this
year.
“I heard that there was a business seat open,” Curran said. “I’m
eligible for that and I kind of saw it
as a second chance.”
The SA senate will meet again
Feb. 3.
–Alli Hoff

The first stage of revisions to
the University’s Web site, slated
for release this month, has been delayed until later this spring, a senior
administrator said Wednesday.
Robert Chernak, senior vice
president of Student and Academic
Support Services, attributed the
delay to both technical and contentrelated issues.
Chernak said the Web design
team, which includes both GW employees and the outside company
Navigation Arts, is at work uploading new text, visuals, content and
hundreds of pages within the site.
The technical coding changes and
security issues have also required
more time than originally expected.
“Nothing goes online until it’s
all ready,” Chernak said.
Chernak added that if the preliminary changes went online in
February, it could make the admissions process more complicated for
prospective students who would
be looking at a new site midway
through the process.
“We don’t want class of 2014
students to be confused,” Chernak
said.
By April and May, however, the
admissions cycle will have largely
ended and the transition would
likely be more seamless.
The first changes will include
the pages that present admissions,
academics, research and donations
to an audience unfamiliar with the
school.
The changes to the site will allow for easier navigation, less clutter and a more consistent design
that Chernak said would have “a
Facebook feel.”
Chernak stressed that these
early revisions were part of a much
larger “unified Web” project, a
multi-year endeavor that will give
the site greater consistency to both
internal and external users. “This
is a much more consumer-centered
approach we’re trying here,” Chernak said. “It’s a major change in
culture.
–Nathan Grossman
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Two memorials
honor Treanor
by Madeleine Morgenstern
and Gabriella Schwarz
Hatchet Staff Writers
Students, faculty and staff
gathered on two occasions this
week to remember sophomore
Laura Treanor, who died in her
Ivory Tower room on Friday.
On Monday, a memorial
service drew more than 1,000
people to the Smith Center, and
about 50 students attended a
Catholic Mass at the Newman
Catholic Center on Tuesday.
Treanor was a member of the
Phi Sigma Sigma sorority and a
contributing Life editor at The
Hatchet.
At the Smith Center, friends,
colleagues and sorority sisters
delivered prepared remarks and
provided an open forum for others to come forward with memories and thoughts.
University President Steven
Knapp opened the service by
contrasting the joy of the inauguration that gripped the District one week ago to the somber
tragedy that befell the GW community over the weekend.
"I hope [Treanor's death]
will remind us to cherish each
day, to take care of one another
and to hold fast to our family
and friends," Knapp said.
Many who spoke remembered Treanor for the passionate
attitude she brought to everyday
activities. They remembered her
smile and the little things that
excited her, including shouting
the name of friends if she saw
them across the street.
"Laura would have wanted
to be remembered for her patriotism and love for America," said
one friend who spoke. Another
friend read the opening verse of
The Beatles song "In My Life."
Brittany Levine, Treanor's
fellow life editor at The Hatchet,
said she would always remember the jeans, ballet flats and
blue nail polish Treanor wore
when they worked together on
Sundays.
Amanda Lintelman, one of
her roommates this year, said
Treanor was the perfect person
to confide in and to talk to, and
that "she was always willing to
do anything for anyone." She

CRIMELOG
Assault

1/20/09 – 3:25 a.m. – Thurston Hall – case closed
University Police Department
officers responded to a fight
in progress. When they arrived, the complainant, who
was not affiliated with the
University, said someone he
did not know had kicked him
in the head. The officers were
able to identify the individual,
who was a student. The
complainant did not press
charges.
Referred to Student Judicial
Services
Burglary
1/21/09 – 11:00 p.m. – Off
campus – open case
A GW alumnus notified UPD
that a GW employee broke
into his house and hit him.
Officers encouraged him to
file a police report at a local
agency.
Disorderly Conduct

“I hope [Treanor's
death] will remind us
to cherish each day,
to take care of one
another and to hold
fast to our family and
friends.”
STEVEN KNAPP
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT

said that although everyone
knew otherwise, Treanor had
always maintained that she did
not have a New York accent, a
memory that drew chuckles
from the audience.
Carrie Bino, Laura's big sister in Phi Sigma Sigma sorority,
remembered a time during their
sorority's
reverse-discovery
week when Treanor did not finish the paddle that she was supposed to make for Bino.
"She didn't finish my paddle,
so she decorated my room every
day for a week to make sure that
I felt special," Bino said.
After the service, Phi Sigma
Sigma hosted an open house reception for all who attended.
Liz Weiss attended the reception though she said she did not
know Treanor personally, but
instead to support her friends
and the GW community.
"She seemed to touch everyone's lives," Weiss said.
Students came to their knees
in prayer at the Newman Catholic Center Tuesday, where Treanor once served as a lector.
The crowd sat in silence
before the service began, amid
Jesus on the cross and stained
glass windows. Father Peter
Giovanoni, the Newman Center chaplain, led the memorial
Mass that included hymns, communion and a reading from the
Book of Wisdom.
"The church exists in heaven," Giovanoni said. "It extends
across all time and space. We
pray for our friends here and
those who have gone beyond."
Giovanoni called the group
together to say "farewell to Laura, in a faithful way." 

1/23/09 – 1:57 a.m. – Ivory
Tower – case closed
A male student contacted
UPD because his girlfriend
would not leave his room.
Officers arrived and escorted
her out of the room.
Referred to SJS
1/24/09 – 12:03 a.m. –
Somers Hall (MVC) – case
closed
UPD received a call that
two individuals were arguing
loudly. It was a verbal dispute
between two female students. When officers arrived,
they were separated.
Referred to SJS
Drug Law Violation
1/22/09 – 1:40 a.m. – Thurston Hall – case closed
An officer noticed a suspicious odor in the residence
hall. Upon arriving at the
odorous room and speaking
with a student, he notified
the community director, who
performed an administrative
search. Paraphernalia and
4.8 grams of marijuana were

Gaetano Iannacconne/ Hatchet photographer

Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton discusses D.C. voting rights at the Foggy Bottom Association meeting at the St. Stephen Martyr
Church Tuesday night.

Norton optimistic about D.C. vote
Congresswoman
addresses Foggy
Bottom Assoc.
by Alexi Dagan
Hatchet Reporter
D.C. may be closer than
ever to earning a vote in the
House of Representatives, the
city’s nonvoting representative
told Foggy Bottom residents
Tuesday evening.
Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton, D-D.C., speaking at St.
Stephen Martyr Church on
Pennsylvania Avenue, focused
her comments on this week’s
congressional hearing and her
bill aimed at winning a House
vote for D.C. residents.
“We have the votes,” Norton said. “We have a larger
majority in the House than last
time we put this bill through.
In the Senate we have not lost
any Republican votes and have
gained seven Democrats. How-

found in the room.
Referred to SJS
1/24/09 – 2:30 a.m. – FSK
Hall – case closed
An officer noticed a suspicious odor in the residence
hall. Once the room was
identified, the community
director was notified and
performed an administrative
search of the student’s room.
There was evidence of marijuana, but it was too small to
weigh.
Referred to SJS
Liquor Law Violation
1/20/09 – 3:20 a.m. – Public
property on campus –
case closed
Officers received a report of
an intoxicated individual on
the 2100 block of I Street.
The officers assessed the
male student’s condition and
determined that he needed
additional medical attention.
EMeRG transported him to
the GW Hospital.
Referred to SJS

–Compiled by Lara Gori

Sodexo prevails over grievance
J Street workers'
claims said to be
untrue
by Gabrielle Bluestone
Senior Staff Writer
A union representing a group
of J Street employees recently lost
a complaint filed against their
employer, Sodexo, which alleged
that the food service provider lied
about subcontracting services at
WoW Café and Wingery to another
company, an attorney for the employees said this week.
The union, Unite Here Local
25, alleged in a grievance filed
last winter that Sodexo had fired
its own workers under false pretences, claiming that it had subcontracted the venue to another
company. The union claimed that
evidence like the basic business
license issued to Sodexo and the
restaurant’s liquor license in the
name of a Sodexo manager suggested that the company was still
running the café.
A ruling handed down in early
December sided with Sodexo, find-

ing that the food services provider
had in fact subcontracted WOW
Café and Wingery to another food
service provider, despite union
workers claims they had not, attorney Richard Bianco said.
The ruling also found, however, that the subcontractor had itself
subcontracted the restaurant to another company. A business license
currently kept at the venue is filed
under the name “Seco USA.”
The workers and Sodexo are
currently in negotiations to create
a new labor contract. The subcontracting is a main point of contention: The union filed a separate
grievance in the fall of 2007, claiming that subcontracting the restaurant to a nonunion company
violated their agreement. That
grievance is still pending, but the
union hopes to negotiate the issue
instead.
“Settlement is the preferred
method of resolving it rather than
litigation because it promotes the
parties working together,” Bianco
said. “Because at the end of the day,
Sodexo and the union have to have
an ongoing relationship.”
Bianco said the current agreement will remain in place until a
new one has been agreed upon.

“Any agreement is best resolved by the parties instead of
asking a third party to come in and
decide it for them,” he said. “Amicable resolution is always preferred
over litigation.”
Sodexo has been elusive about
the subcontracting. Bianco said the
union would not have filed a grievance had Sodexo provided proof
another company was running
WOW. Though the business certificate was licensed to Seco USA
on Jan. 15, 2009, as of press time it
has not been hung on the wall – as
required by law. Instead it is kept
in an envelope in the cash register
of the restaurant because it consistently fell off the wall where it had
been posted, a WOW employee
said.
Representatives for Sodexo
did not respond to The Hatchet's
requests for comment.
Bianco said he does not know
when negotiations will be completed.
“As far as I know, negotiations are proceeding amicably and
the parties are doing the best they
can,” Bianco said. “It’s still pending. We’re hoping to resolve it, but
if not we’re prepared to go forward.” 

ever, I’m not saying we will get
through unscathed.”
Norton shared an anecdote with the audience about
a soldier from the National
Guard who spoke at the hearing, which was held Tuesday
on Capitol Hill. The soldier
had served in Iraq and was
descended from several generations of Washingtonians,
but remained unrepresented in
Congress.
Norton “made a really
good point,” said Joy Howell,
president of the Foggy Bottom
Association. “You can go serve
and fight for your country and
still not be able to vote.”
Norton
then
switched
gears, holding up the new D.C.
quarter – which was officially
released earlier this week – featuring jazz legend and D.C. native Duke Ellington.
“This is a week for history
because I have in my hand a
quarter, a proof of your citizenship,” Norton said. “I am very
pleased to have Duke Ellington
on the quarter.”
Despite an optimistic start

“We have the votes.
We have a larger majority in the House than
last time we put this
bill through."
ELEANOR HOLMES
NORTON
DELEGATE (D-D.C.)

to her speech, Norton went on
to discuss the current financial
crisis.
“We are facing an unparalleled challenge with this economy,” she said. “Every state in
the union is losing jobs. The one
thing I’m sure of is that this recession isn’t stopping anytime
soon. I would hope that with
the tools we have we can shorten this recession that looks to
have no end, and I do believe
that congress will do what it
can to soften the blow.”

After her talk, community
members raised several questions about the economy and
stimulus package and a number of people expressed concern over a historical elementary school nearby that is slated
to be converted into a new development. Although Norton
said she was not previously
aware of the issue, she offered
advice as to how community
members might go about having their concerns heard and
considered.
In addition, many community members were interested in what they could do
to help push the D.C. voting
bill through in its final stretch.
Norton suggested citizens get
involved with D.C. Vote, calling the voting rights group an
“extraordinary organization.”
After the meeting, Howell
said she appreciated Norton’s
visit.
“It was very helpful to hear
what is going on at the federal
level,” Howell said. “Eleanor
Holmes Norton was very nice to
come out and speak to us.” 

QUOTABLE

“

“We got very little done, what we have gotten accomplished has not been publicized. It's a
very simple problem.”

–New Vice President of Public Affairs Kevin Homiak, reflecting on the first
semester of SA President Vishal Aswani's administration.
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Rooms for the rich

editorial

Martha's is an unfair tradition

Full speed ahead?
When the Titanic departed England, it was
determined to arrive in New York City early.
Despite warnings about icebergs, the ship
was ordered to proceed “full speed ahead.”
Well, we all know how that story ends.
The current economic crisis has universities throughout the country donning their
life vests – or at least checking their lifeboats
– but for GW it is still full speed ahead. While
colleges nationwide are cutting costs, freezing tuition, nixing new building projects and
taking pay cuts, GW is contemplating several
new multi-million dollar projects. If so many
other schools are heeding the iceberg warning, what makes us think we’re unsinkable,
especially after our 20 percent endowment
loss?
In a Hatchet news analysis last semester
(“Outlook positive in poor economy,” Nov.
20, p. 1), University officials presented two
reasons why GW was not visibly reacting to
the recession. Our tuition dependency and
advantageous D.C. location supposedly safeguard us from feeling the economic effects,
but is that really the case?
Schools like Harvard and Brown panicked almost right off the bat because close
to a third of their operating costs come from
their endowments, and endowments nationwide have reported average losses of 23
percent. GW, on the other hand, relies on its
endowment for only 6.4 percent of its budget
and instead depends on tuition for more than
50 percent of costs, making us less dependent
on fluctuations in our endowment.
As long as admissions applications – and
applicants that can afford the whole tuition –
are pouring in, GW does not need to panic.
As the economic downturn catches up with
families, applicants that are both qualified
and able to pay the tuition may become few
and far between.
GW is not unique in its model of tuition
dependency. Northwestern, Boston University and Vanderbilt also rely comparably on
tuition, but these schools that GW compares
itself to in budget reports are rethinking their
fiscal policies.
Boston University is initiating a hiring
freeze, keeping salaries constant for all administrators earning over $150,000 and reassessing capital expenditures. While Northwestern
has not frozen hiring, it has put a new information center for undergraduate admission
on hold. Vanderbilt’s budget cuts have forced
its ethics center to close.
GW has done none of the above.
Administrators have also argued that the
D.C. economy is more or less safe from the
worst of the recession, and our prime location will keep GW steady financially. However, Georgetown, whose endowment is only
slightly lower than ours, and who actually
depends on tuition and fees for 60 percent
of its costs, has stalled any new construction
projects, including plans for its own science
center. The Hoya reports that the university
will “focus on cutting spending and remaining financially flexible.”
Georgetown enjoys all the prestige and
pull of Washington, just as GW does. If location and tuition dependency do not excuse
unfettered spending, what does? If there is
a specific reason that GW should ignore the
signs that all other schools started listening
to months ago, this reason needs to be publicized to the GW community.
In a smart PR move, GW raised financial
aid by $10 million. However, as more students
require financial aid, fewer are paying the full
tuition, which gives us less tuition money to
make up that vital half of our budget. Financial aid is perhaps the most important thing
in this economic environment and must not
be cut.
However, failing an explanation of why
GW need not concern itself with economic
problems, after the Board of Trustees meeting
this coming Tuesday, the Hatchet’s editorial
board will analyze where exactly these cuts
should come from – stay tuned.

M

y parents always told me learning that they can get their way
that money cannot buy if they just pay enough.
happiness and that money
I am not the first one to have a
cannot solve all your problems. But problem with this auction. In 2003,
apparently, my parhousing officials cut
ents didn’t know that
the number of rooms
at GW, this is untrue.
for auction down
MELANIE HOFFMAN to five because “the
At GW, a hefty sum
of money can get you
idea of 10 picks going
COLUMNIST
first dibs on the best
to the highest bidder
campus housing.
seems to make the
This past week
system unfair for the
the Residence Hall Association an- thousands of students who cannounced the upcoming date for the not afford one of the 10 Martha’s
annual Martha’s Marathon, which picks,” said then-Director of Housincludes a housing auction night. ing Services Andrew Sonn.
I was actually pretty surprised to
This year, according to the RHA
find out that if I wanted to fork over Web site, “RHA is offering more
about $7,000 (last year ’s highest bid rooms than ever before up for aucwas $6,800, and the year before that tion.” How has six years changed
it was $7,100) I could bid for the what’s fair and what isn’t?
best housing on campus next year
Even though only 10 rooms are in
for me and my friends.
the auction, those rooms are considThe first thing I thought when I ered the “best” or “most desirable”
discovered this? “Only at GW.”
on campus and should not be given
Sure, the auction may appeal to to the students who simply have the
those students who have no prob- most money. The best rooms should
lem throwing down seven grand be awarded to the students who dethat most likely comes from their serve them the most, like those with
parents’ wallets. For the average the highest GPA or most co-curricustudent, however, the idea of this lar involvement, not those with the
event is incredibly unfair, especially best financial standing.
at a school where over 60 percent of
Apart from the live auction, the
the student body receives some type other half of Martha’s involves sellof financial aid or scholarship.
ing raffle tickets with only one winYes, the auction profits go to a ner, who then gets first pick of houshousing scholarship fund (I would ing. Although the raffle tickets are
have a way bigger problem with the more reasonably priced at $2 each,
auction if the profits did not go to the event still favors those students
a good cause), but the main morals who have deeper pockets and could
of the event are still way off. Essen- buy hundreds of raffle tickets.
tially, RHA is telling students that if
The entire event is simply unfair
they have enough money, they can to the students who are extremely
get what they want. Students who accomplished academically and dedo have the funds to participate are serve to at the very least have a fair

Cartoon

Going once, going twice...
Kaela Clark

How much for all of Ivory Tower?

chance at getting assigned to the
best rooms on campus.
The most ridiculous part is that
GW already has a great financial aid
and scholarship program that does
a pretty good job of making a pri-

vate education affordable. Now, how
about making a chance at the best
campus housing fair and affordable?
–The writer, a freshman majoring in
business administration, is a Hatchet
columnist.

Hail to the chief?
It's time for a leadership change in the SA

I

n the wake of the controversial ad- fee that has shown few results and an
ministration of former President unprecedented amount of discord in
George W. Bush and the criminal the executive branch. Counting the diallegations against Illinois Gov. Rod saster that was Unity Ball, the lack of
Blagojevich, Americans have plenty of excitement and student involvement
reasons to distrust our
with the inaugural
chief executives.
float and the complete
Not only is the
incapacitation of the
J
OSH
A
KMAN
way that our execumomentum and goodtives govern questionwill generated
g
by
y the
COLUMNIST
able, but the standard
Capp/Kroeger adminto which we as citizens
istration, the feeling of
hold them seems to be
helplessness is makplunging quicker than the stock mar- ing another unwelcome appearance,
ket. Apparently, this trend is just as this time locally.
strong here on campus as in the rest
Here, however, we have the ability
of the country.
to do something. Unlike the president
In June of last year, incoming SA and the governor, who are protected
President Vishal Aswani detailed his by constitutions, years of precedent,
administration’s goals for this year. In countless lawyers and other posturing
a Hatchet article (“SA Releases Goals politicians, our SA president ran on a
for School Year,” Jun. 13), Aswani de- campaign of openness and transparscribed his shared vision as a “myriad ency. In fact, in what now appears to
of different projects, including his be a sad attempt for irony, President
online test bank, and increasing the Aswani claimed an effort to “change
amount of money for student organi- the negative perceptions GW students
zations.”
have toward the SA.”
Now, more than seven months
Unless he is using some sort of relater, we have a barely functioning verse psychology, a general failure to
online test bank, an increased student meet any registered goals won’t really

help the perception.
The intention here is not to blindly criticize Vishal Aswani or his administration, but instead to make a
point about the situation in which
we find ourselves. While disgruntled
constituents might not yet be able
to remove the Illinois governor, the
same can’t be said for our current SA
president.
While he certainly hasn’t committed any crimes, nor made any
monumental failures, Vishal should
be judged by his lack of successes,
not by his lack of mistakes. If his staff
is unsatisfied and the students are
unsatisfied, the GW student body
seems completely impotent if nothing changes.
It may take a bold SA senator to
call for his impeachment and subsequent removal, or a strong executive
branch member to urge his resignation, but we must show that enough
is enough.
Much like the SA itself, the procedures outlined in the SA Constitution for Censure, Recall and Removal
could become a bureaucratic nightmare. But with the support of two-

thirds of the senate a new president
could be in place relatively quickly.
Or, a proactive student who collects a
petition from 10 percent of the student
body could start the ball rolling.
While an impeachment would be
completely unprecedented for the SA,
the change would send a strong message to potential office seekers that
they will be held accountable for their
undelivered promises. Even though
a replacement president would not
have a very long term, it would show
future SA leaders that there are consequences for failing to perform.
Though the SA might not be able
to effect monumental changes, the
success of Nicole Capp’s administration shows that the SA can noticeably
improve student life. If we do nothing,
we are proving one of two very disheartening conclusions. Either the SA
has become so obsolete that we can’t
even muster the effort to care how it’s
run, or we are completely incapable as
a student body to rise to the occasion
and make a positive change. Either
way, how very sad.
–The writer, a sophomore majoring in
criminal justice, is a Hatchet columnist.

Ask not what Ratemyprofessor can do for you
It's up to students to make the site effective

S
1. If you could change anything
about the Student Association,
what would it be?
2. Are you going to bid on a room
at Martha's Marathon? How much?

letters@gwhatchet.com

everal weeks have passed in the they fall to one side of the spectrum.
semester, and students are be- Often, the writer is merely exorcising
ginning to find out exactly why his demons online, and whichever
their professors garnered all those students take a chance on trusting a
frowning faces next to their names complete stranger may be surprised
on Ratemyprofessor.
come the first day of
com.
class. As such, it is rare
The site, while
to find an entry that
EVAN SCHWARTZ
undoubtedly
usereads, “He was fine. I
ful, can be very hit
got a B.”
or miss. RatemyproShould
students
fessor has inspired
avoid Ratemyprofesthousands of students to avoid tak- sor, for fear it will influence their
ing that one particular biology class, decisions on registration? Are the
but it has surely duped thousands of ratings wholly worthless?
other students into missing out on
The answer is no.
otherwise excellent professors who
Ratemyprofessor does certain
made the mistake of failing one par- things very well. In identifying “unticularly computer-savvy student. derrated” professors, it highlights
But why isn’t the site as accurate as the hidden gems at every university,
it could be?
which can certainly enrich any stuRatemyprofessor could be a foun- dent’s experience in school. Additain of wisdom for students, but its tionally, many contributors identify
main problem is that it invites only particular teaching assistants who
two types of experiences: extremely were helpful and adept.
positive and extremely negative. StuThat said, the site is most effecdents will only be inspired to post if tive as a guideline rather than a bi-

ble. Though it may sometimes delve
into petty insults and name-calling,
it can act as an important tool for any
student registering before a new semester. The key is volume – instead
of turning off at the first negative
rating, users should read as many
as they possibly can and see if they
can develop a feel for the professor
based on multiple testimonies. Still,
finding 50 negative entries and 50
matching frowning faces on each
entry is a clear sign to look for a different class.
But regardless of how many
comments you read, Ratemyprofessor is only as useful as the quality of
contributions regular students submit. Therefore, it is in all of our best
interest to contribute in a manner
that will benefit our fellow students.
Instead of existing as a bashing
ground for professors, we should all
strive to create a collaboration that
offers true insight.
For a site like Ratemyprofessor
to truly work, more contributions

and more opinions will create a better collective product. Comment on
all of your professors, regardless of
your grade in the class. And if you
didn’t do too well, reflect on whose
fault that is: yours or the professor ’s? Resist the urge to comment
on your professor ’s stupid haircut
or lame jokes. Focus instead on constructive criticism. His haircut may
be stupid, but at least he can teach
statistics.
Web sites exist to rate things like
hotels and restaurants, and the exchange of information has become a
vital function of the Internet. However, Ratemyprofessor differs from
other sites in a significant way.
Making a reservation blindly at a
hotel or restaurant at worst leaves
you with a bad night’s sleep or indigestion. But taking a class is a big
investment – time, money, work
and sweat and, most importantly,
your future.
–The writer is a sophomore majoring in
journalism and mass communication.
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Scalise addresses CRs
Louisiana rep.
bashes Obama's
economic plans
by Ricki Maybruch
Hatchet Reporter
Louisiana congressman Rep.
Steve Scalise, R, attacked the
Obama administration’s economic
plan at an appearance in the Hippodrome Tuesday night.
Scalise told the more than 100
GW College Republicans assembled that Obama’s weak plan for
economic recovery will give Republicans the opportunity to gain
support for their policies. Scalise
disparaged the Obama administration’s stimulus bill, saying, “I don’t
call it a stimulus bill. It’s a spending
bill.”
Alex Ellis/photo editor
Scalise argued that the bill will
Rep. Stephen Scalise from Louisiana's 1st Congressional District speaks at the College Republicause government money to be
can's kick-off party Tuesday night at WOW Cafe and Wingery in the Marvin Center.
spent frivolously.

TUITION
from p. 1
on par with recent years, as
part of a multi-year strategy
to make the University more
competitive in pricing.
“I expect our peer group
will also have moderate increases because of the marketplace but our increase will still
be lower,” Katz said. “Our goal
is to get out of the top in pricing.”
Last year, the Board of
Trustees approved a 3 percent
increase in tuition, less than half
of the average increase for the
private colleges and universities across the nation. The year
before, in 2007, the University
made headlines with another
relatively small increase – 3.8
percent – which nevertheless
made GW the first college to
break the $50,000 mark in total
cost of attendance.
About once being the most
expensive school in the nation,
Katz said “We never wanted to
be No. 1 in that particular category.”
GW is now the second most
expensive university after Sarah Lawrence College, according to recent estimates.
Robert Chernak, senior
vice president of student and
academic support services,
also serves on the financial
committee and estimated the
increase in financial aid will

ENERGY
from p. 1
in Building JJ has been a leader in the challenge, reducing
their electricity consumption
by more than 50 percent. Other
top electricity conserving halls
were Guthridge, 2206 F Street
and Francis Scott Key residence halls.
“It’s such great news,” said
Kelsey O’Boyle, a resident of
Building JJ. “When we were
planning this LLC, we didn’t
just plan it for us, we wanted
to spread green living to the
rest of the campus. In the past
few years, GW has not been so
green, but GW has been very
cooperative recently.”
Building JJ features motionsensor lights in the hallways,
energy-efficient refrigerators,
and low-flow toilets and showerheads.
Green GW, a student organization, also assisted the

BUILDING
from p. 1
from civil engineering to
landscape design are currently
located on the campus, and
Executive Vice President and
Treasurer Lou Katz said he expects the building will be filled
with similar programs after
renovations are complete.
Loudoun County records
show the University paid
$16,593,612 for the building,
exceeding the assessed fair
market total of $14,559,700.
But University spokeswoman
Tracy Schario said tax assessment numbers do not directly
impact the price of a property,
and the figures often differ.
The building, tentatively
named “Research II,” will be
used for academic purposes
only but is expected to free up
other buildings on the Virginia
campus for additional administrative offices. For several
years, GW has moved a variety
of administrative "back offices"

be $10 million more than last
year ’s funds.
“We are committed to
keeping people here regardless
of their financial situation,”
Chernak said.
While Katz declined to discuss the specific financial aid
recommendation his committee will make, he said it will
be substantially more than the
traditional increase in financial
aid.
“Every year we increase
the financial aid, but this year
we are increasing it by a considerable amount,” Katz said.
“It is a reflection of what has
happened in the marketplace.
We want to support as many
people as possible and attract
new ones as well.”
The third financial issue
the Board of Trustees plans
to address is the University’s
endowment. Like virtually
every college and university,
GW experienced a significant
loss in its endowment – 19.7
percent as of November. The
University’s Chief Investment
Officer Don Lindsey said the
final numbers for 2008 will not
be released until the board reviews them but that the loss is
close to 20 percent.
“There is only one more
month of activity that is not
reflected in that [19.7 percent]
number,” Katz said. “We still
believe the University is performing well in comparison to
other institutions.” 
–Nathan Grossman contributed to this report.

University in their goal to reduce electricity consumption,
hosting light bulb trade-ins in
the residence halls for students
to trade their fluorescent light
bulbs for more eco-conscious
incandescent bulbs.
“We would like to think
that the trade-ins have played
a role in the decrease in the
University’s
consumption,”
said Evelin Ip, director of communications for Green GW.
Ip said, “If anything, students are starting to realize that
simple things, such as choosing
a more efficient light bulb, can
really make a difference and
cut costs and energy.”
But there is still room for
improvement, student leaders
for the movement said.
Overall water consumption is still up by 0.4 percent
per person and students have
been reminded to take shorter
showers and report leaks to
FIXit and Residential Property
Management quickly to conserve water. 

to Ashburn, including the tax
office and financial aid.
Three hundred administrators have already been transferred to Virginia, and the University plans to move many
more according to GW’s campus plan.
“We have a multi-year
strategy to move as much back
office space as possible,” Katz
said. “As rent increases in
Foggy Bottom and as Loudoun
County space increases, we
want the offices not only off
campus but out of Foggy Bottom.”
While announcing the purchase of Research II, University President Steven Knapp
called the Virginia campus an
“integral component” of the
University’s quest to become a
top-tier research school. Other
components of Knapp’s research plan include a $5.4 million allocation to fund research
projects and assist faculty in
securing outside funding and a
$300 million proposed science
center in Foggy Bottom. 
–Sarah Scire contributed to
this report.

www.gwhatchet.com

“There is more money in the
bill for planting grass in Washington, D.C., than there is helping
small businesses in this country,”
he said.
Scalise said he thinks Obama’s
stimulus bill is too similar to Bush’s
bailout plan, which he also opposed, and that both plans fail to
free up credit markets and help the
economy.
The biggest problem with
Obama’s plan for economic recovery is the national debt it will create, Scalise said.
“Everybody in this room is going to be inheriting that debt. Each
and every person in this room will
probably inherit another 4,000 dollars in debt from that bill,” he said.
Scalise also took time to praise
the Bush administration, saying the
former president did a great job at
protecting our country from terrorist attacks since Sept. 11, 2001.
“I don’t think anybody
would’ve taken odds in Vegas on
that after Sept. 11,” he said.
Scalise encouraged the young

Republicans to remain hopeful,
even in the face of last fall’s defeat.
He said that if Republican politicians stick to their conservative
values, they will succeed.
“I think the reason we lost in 2006
in the House and in the Senate is a lot
of Republicans abandoned their conservative principles,” he said.
He believes Republican power
will prevail when Obama’s policies
do not succeed.
“I really think that if you look
at where the American people are,
it’s a lot closer to where conservative views and philosophies are,"
he said. "I just don’t think we’ve
had the right kind of leadership in
the last few years to articulate it."
Freshman Rebecca Reed agreed
with Scalise that Republicans need
to re-establish their views and policies to the public.
Reed said, “We will have to
work a lot harder to promote the
Republican message for what it
really is and not what the media
has said it is for the past eight
years.” 
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Russert hosts panel on new media, election
by Chris Gregory
Hatchet Reporter
Luke Russert, son of the late NBC
News correspondent Tim Russert, led
a young panel of political experts and
activists in a discussion about the role
of youth in politics Tuesday night in the
Jack Morton Auditorium.
The GW Graduate School of Political Management hosted the event,
which focused on new media and how
politicians have involved the youth vote
using new forms of communication.
Panelist David D. Burstein, the
19-year-old filmmaker and founder of
18 in ’08, said new media has had unprecedented power in the past election.
Burstein said his film “18 in ‘08,"
which features a slew of celebrities and
politicians encouraging young people
to vote, has had such a large impact
on the political scene that he has been
able to organize one of the nation's largest youth voter engagement organizations.
He said new forms of media provide young people more access to the

issues and politicians and they provide
a sense of “belonging to something.”
Tom Manatos, youth outreach director for House Speaker Nancy Pelosi,
D-Calif., said new media has helped
increase the amount of young people
participating in politics.
“The youth vote has increased
steadily and has become a large part of
the base,” Manatos said.
He added that the House is starting
to embrace technologies like YouTube
to increase youth approval.
Hans Reimer, former national
youth director for Obama for America,
attributes the surge
g in young
y
g voters to
9/11. He said the event brought a sense
of civic awareness to young people,
adding that the war in Iraq has also politicized the youth.
Reimer also said the Internet and
interactive media has played a large
role in making youth more informed
and involved.
Reimer spoke from experience in
spearheading programs such as Barack Stars, as well as social networking
campaigns and grassroots movements,

which helped get young people involved.
But the question of how to organize and keep students involved after
the election had passed still remained
untouched.
“We have got to increase the student lobby in this country,” said Matthew Segal, a 2008 graduate of Kenyon
College and founder of the Student Association for Voter Empowerment.
Segal argued that students should
be getting involved at an early age with
issues that affect them directly. Early involvement, Segal said, will help create
a long-lasting base.
Segal also urged students to press
local politicians to fight for their local
issues and to organize beyond the campaign trail.
“The youth vote is important because it’s the foundation of the future
of our system of government,” said Rob
Maxim, a sophomore who attended the
event.
He added, “I liked the panel’s perspective because they could relate to
us.” 

Harry Bergmann/Hatchet photographer

Hans Reimer, left, Barack Obama's presidential campaign national youth vote director,
Tom Manatos, middle, youth outreach director for Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., and moderator Luke Russert, right, discuss youth involvement in politics at the Jack Morton Auditorium Tuesday night.

Lt. recalls hunt
for Saddam
Operation Red
Dawn member
speaks at MC
by Matthew Rist
Hatchet Reporter
More than four years after he
helped catch one of the most wanted men in the world, Lt. Col. Steve
Russell gave a first-hand account
of the investigation and ultimate
capture of Saddam Hussein at the
Marvin Center Tuesday night.
Russell was the commander of
the 1st Battalion of the 122nd Infantry, a unit that was involved with
Operation Red Dawn, the official
hunt for the former Iraqi dictator.
“I never imagined my unit
would play a central role in the
capture of Saddam Hussein,” Russell told the crowd.
Russell noted that the successful capture on Dec., 13, 2003
followed a number of unsuccessful attempts, and that he was surprised when he received a call from
his superiors telling him that Hussein had been taken into custody.
“We had been on the big one
many times,” Russell said. “Dec. 13
will always be one of the proudest
days of my life.”
Russell also touched on some
of the more negative aspects of his
time in Iraq, including an increasing negative view from the media
on the Iraq War.
“At times the media questioned our tactics,” Russell said.
“We should never be apologetic as
Americans for taking a stance for
freedom.”
This sentiment is aligned with
one of the main objectives of Students Defending Democracy, the
group that organized the event.
“Democracies always have the

GRAD APPS
from p. 1
in part to a growing number
of students seeking to take advantage of financial assistance
opportunities the school offers.
She noted the numbers are not
yet complete and there are still
several months before the final
deadlines pass.
“Right now our numbers
are up and we’re happy about
that,” she said. “But there are a
lot of variables that are out of
our control and we won’t have
a real sense of total applicants
until later in April when most
of our deadlines have passed.”
Murat Tarimcilar, associate
dean for graduate programs
in the School of Business, attributes the nearly 20 percent
increase in applications his
school has seen to factors other
than the financial crisis.
“We believe the main reason for that increase is the restructuring of our program, its
marketing and the attention it
has received from the media in
the last few months,” he said,
referring to recently reformed
parts of the school’s curriculum and marketing to emphasize ethics in business.
Tarimcilar conceded that
the school has been following
the economy closely.
“There are many uncertainties about the impact of this
financial fallout,” he said. “We

right to defend themselves,” said
junior Claire Meyer, chair emeritus
of SDD.
Christina Johannes, SDD copresident, helped organize Monday’s event in cooperation with the
GW Veterans. Russell spoke to a
group of around 50.
“We opted to bring [Russell]
in because it gives a different perspective,” Johannes said, adding
that “SDD is nonpartisan, so it’s
very important that the speaker is
concerned with the extension of
democracy.”
Graduate student Ellen Baugh
attended the speech and asked
Russell a question on his stance on
the current Guantanamo Bay controversy. He replied that he would
rather hold military tribunals than
close the prison.
“Though he was excellent
and just such an honorable man
who couldn’t be a better representative of our soldiers … I’m
not sure the president will agree
with him on the Guantanamo issue,” she said.
Other students asked Russell about issues that ranged from
ground-fighting to more lighthearted topics such as, “What
did you do with all of Saddam
Hussein’s cash money that you
found?” which drew laughter from
the crowd.
Junior Elizabeth Neely said she
attended the event to understand
more about world affairs.
“It’s really easy to get caught
up in one point of view and it’s
important to hear the other,” Neely
said.
Russell ended his address with
an passionate call-to-action for GW
students and Americans alike.
“I believe that Americans must
sacrifice along with its soldiers.
Sacrifice doubt, anxiety, cynicism
… sacrifice any notion that will
cause us to come home as losers,”
he said. 
are keeping current with the
trends and constantly upgrading our prediction models, because the entire economy will
be affected and it is hard to
imagine that it would not impact our applications and enrollments.”
Tarimcilar also pointed out
other ways in which the crisis
might be affecting admissions.
Rather than making graduate
school more attractive, the financial situation appears to be
discouraging aspiring graduate students from applying immediately.
“About 30 percent of the
inquiries normally ends up
with application by this time,
this year it is only about 15
percent,” he said. “The reason
for students waiting before
they pay the application fee is
the financial crisis. We think
everyone is waiting for the last
minute to get more clarity on
the crisis.”
Matthew Dillard, senior admissions counselor at the GW
Law School, said the economic
crisis has not had a bearing on
Law School admissions thus
far.
“At the moment it hasn’t
really changed things at all,”
Dillard said.
Dillard was reluctant to
make any future predictions.
“We’re not able to gauge
how the economy is affecting
things,” Dillard said. “It would
be pure conjecture to speculate
how the economy might affect
our school.” 
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Antony and the
Johnsons
The Crying Light
(SECRETLY CANADIAN)

“The Crying Light”
aimed to deal with all
things natural, but Antony’s stunning voice
borders on the supernatural.
–Ani Mamourian

Thievery
Corporation
Radio Retaliation
(18TH STREET LOUNGE)

The “Garden State”
soundtrack’s grooviest
contributor beefed up
the beats and horns on
their latest release, assuring us that the D.C. natives’ brand of electronic-world-lounge has more
to offer than a bedtime drone.
–Ben Doak

The Bird and
the Bee
Ray Guns Are Not
Just the Future

Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor

Freshman Amanda Efthimiou will perform as Peasblossom in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” this weekend.

Midsummer this winter

(BLUE NOTE)

Alternative pop with a
girly, yet guiltless, soul. If
their last song made it to
the “Sex and the City” film soundtrack, you know
you want to buy this album. Or not.

14th Grade Players perform Shakespeare in Betts Theater

–Natalie Kates

John Updike
(1932 – 2009)
Rabbit series
(BALLANTINE)

Thoughts from an
American master:
“Most of American
life consists of driving
somewhere and then
returning home, wondering where the hell
you went.” -Rabbit at Rest
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by Emily Katz
Hatchet Reporter
Tom Garron wanted performers in “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream” to live as their
character. For freshman Brenna Markle, who
plays the nymph Tatiana in the production,
this meant being one with nature.
Garron will direct the show with the 14th
Grade Players this weekend in what is anticipated to be the largest student theater production of the season.
“I want the actors to experience life as
their character, to live their character,” Garron said, referencing his asking Markle to
take a hike and experience nature to further
develop a role.
For Garron, directing the show realized a
longtime interest in Shakespearean theater.
Garron participated in a Shakespeare
Theater Company residency program in high
school, where he said he developed a distinct
method of performing Shakespeare.
“It was such a great program. I wanted to
share it with everyone here,” he said.
A senior majoring in international affairs

A weekly entertainment guide for the
cash-strapped college student.

$5

production.
“I’ve never seen Shakespeare this funny,”
he said of the work. “There are just so many
moments that are so funny they bring me to
tears every time I see them.”
Garron recognized the work of those behind the scenes. “The stage manager is the
reason the show is happening,” he said, referring to Amanda Rhodes, president of the Student Theater Council. The costumes are also
a draw, he said, they were shipped in from
San Francisco.
The show required substantial funding,
given the costumes and abstract sets, so Garron secured contributions from local businesses like Java City, in addition to co-sponsorship from the Student Association.
“Every class that deals with classic literature should be coming to this show,” Garron said, adding, “This is something entirely
different from any other production in the
past.” 
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream” will be performed in the Betts theater this Thursday and Friday at 8 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for students.

Go to hell with Generic

If you have
Avoid financial strife
through dance! Head
to the Black Cat this
Friday, Jan. 30 for
Sorted, a night of

with a minor in theater, Garron has been affiliated with 14th Grade Players and the campus
theater community since his freshman year.
While “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” marks
his first experience directing a performance,
he has acted in just under 10 shows.
Proposing the show to 14th Grade Players, Garron welcomed the use of Betts theater,
the performance space on the ground floor of
the Marvin Center, which is not typical for
University performances because of its size.
“I had proposed to do the show in the Lisner downstage,” where student theater productions are typically held, “but being able
to use the Betts theater was a real stroke of
luck,” he said.
The cast, which includes 21 performers –
half of whom are freshman – has rehearsed
since October, and actors were asked to learn
their lines and develop their roles over winter
break.
“Our cast is very brave, very creative,
very willing to experiment,” he said, characterizing his directional approach as fluid.
Nightly rehearsals consisted of clowning exercises, to help set the comedic mood of the

Students take on existentialist work ‘No Exit’ in Lisner

Britpop and soul.

by Colleen Beagen
Hatchet Reporter

If you have
Music! Irony! Nearnudity! Join the ladies and gents of
The
Wassabasco
Burlesque Review
this Saturday, Jan. 31 at Palace of Wonders, at 1210 H St, NE. Tickets are $10.

$10

If you have
Check Dadaist
humor dudes
Tim and Eric,
of Tim and
Eric Awesome
Show, Great Job!, on Monday, Feb. 2 at
the Sixth and I Historic Synagogue. Tickets are $25 through Ticketmaster.

$20

Chris Gregory/Hatchet photographer

Generic Theater performers rehearse for
Jean-Paul Sartre’s existentialist work.

Hell is other people.
This startling revelation is the central
theme in “No Exit,” the existentialist play by
French philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre, to be
performed by Generic Theater Company this
weekend.
The play details the experience of three
people who arrive in hell – who shed conventional notions of torture when they discover their punishment is to be locked in a
room together. “No Exit,” written during the
Nazi occupation of France, explores the idea
of personal freedom, responsibility and how
actions are the only expressions of character.
The show will be directed by Patrick Pasake,
a sophomore.
Pasake saw the play his freshman year for
a class and said he has been dreaming of putting on “No Exit” for the past 18 months.
Pasake said the show relies exclusively
on three characters, who are responsible for
carrying out the complete action of the work.
Props and sets are minimal, said Pasake, who
welcomed the challenge of the character-intensive work.
“The characters were most challenging.
The cast essentially had to memorize one-third
of the script each and then portray these deep,
earthy, crunchy characters,” he said, adding,
“Professionals have trouble taking on these

Bottles/Cans
B
ttl /C
people see us play, they’re usually rather liquored up and
think that we’re the best thing since sliced bread. But
that’s not to say that we sound like shit to sober people,
though there does seem to be a tinge of Jack Daniels in
our sound that drunks often respond positively to,” said
Polmer, drummer and former Hatchet Arts editor. “We
like to reach out to those individuals.”
How populist. Their playlist:

Join GW alums Kevin Eskowitz, Zach Pentel and Brendan Polmer when their rock outfit Bottles/Cans plays in
support of The Chance this Friday, Jan. 30 at the Black Cat. 1. King Khan – Land of the Freak
What say the recycling enthusiasts of their sound? “When 2. Little Walter
r –Last Night

roles.”
“No Exit,” which was originally written in
French, offers both an English and American
translation. Pasake is adamant about the use
of the latter.
“Other translations maintain elevated,
stilted language, while Paul Bowles’s translation brings the dialogue down to how people
actually speak. It may be a little cruder, but it’s
more natural,” he said.
The self-proclaimed theater veteran said
he wrote on the walls of the set to add a personal touch. He evoked conventional interpretations of hell with the writing, with references to Dante’s “Divine Comedy,” the seven
deadly sins and T.S. Eliot’s “The Hallow” to
remind the audience how this play constructs
contrasting representations of hell.
“The show is meant to freak you out a little
bit. The performers are tremendous. We’re confident the audience will be impacted,” said senior Kiernan McGowan, the artistic director.
“Generic Theater Company strives to be a
little different and not just put on a fun show,”
said junior Scout Seide, an executive producer
of the company. “Our shows strike a chord with
every audience member, whether they leave
feeling excited or angry or contemplative.”
She said, “We want to provoke an emotion,
a response.” 
“No Exit” will be performed Thursday at 8
p.m. and Friday and Saturday nights at 7 and 10
p.m. Tickets are $5 at the door.
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3. Animal Collective – Blueish
4. Kings of Leon – Crawl
5. Andrew Bird – Natural Disaster
6. Matt & Kim – Yea Yeah
7.The Black Keys – Strange Times
8. Q-Tip – Shaka
9.The Knux – Playboy
10. Fats Domino – I Hear Ya Knockin’
11. Bottles/Cans – Tabitha
12. Bottles/Cans – Everybody Knows
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Education leaders debate policy on Capitol Hill
by Mikko Zager
Hatchet Reporter
“In the 21st century, countries who out-educate us today
will out-compete us tomorrow, and America is already in
danger of falling behind.”
With that quotation from
President Barack Obama, Dr.
Watson Scott Swail opened the
National Capitol Summit on
Education sponsored by GW's
Graduate School of Education
and Human Development at
the Hyatt Regency Hotel on
Tuesday.
The two-day event was
scheduled to discuss the
various education policy issues and the new administration’s role in enacting them.
Throughout the Obama-Biden
campaign, the two promised
several education proposals,
including increased funding
for early childhood education
and higher education.
“There’s been a lot of talk
about the economy, but not a
lot of talk about education.
Our purpose here today is to
have a conversation,” Swail
said. He said the summit
hopes to create dialogue that
will inform policymakers involved with implementing
education policy.
Swail was more positive
in discussing the $825 billion
stimulus package, $140 billion of which is earmarked towards education.
At the forefront of the
summit’s meeting on Tuesday
was the debate surrounding
the No Child Left Behind Act,
which has been mired in controversy since it was signed

RAISE
from p. 1
said Katz. “We treat all faculty
and staff the same way, always
looked at on an annual bases.
We want to be competitive in
marketplace.”
The University negotiated
the new contract through 32BJ
Service Employees International Union, which represents
more than 200 full-time campus
service workers.
Though pay raises are negotiated on a yearly basis, Jaime
Contreras, the union’s capital
area director, said a pay raise

into effect seven years ago by
President Bush.
While most of the five experts who were invited to discuss the law spoke favorably
of the act’s goal, they also criticized its decisive shortcomings as a result of inadequate
funding and imple mentation.
“Schools change because
of the efforts of those within
the schools,” former Secretary
of Education Rod Paige said.
“We can’t expect NCLB to improve all the education issues
across the board.”
Roger Baskins, an educational specialist for Fairfax
County public schools, did
not hide his excitement while
describing Obama’s newly
appointed Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, as innovative and tenacious.
For Baskins, the paramount issue facing education in the United States is
the achievement gap between
white and black students. In
attending Tuesday’s summit,
Baskins said he hoped to understand what issues would
be in the forefront in addressing the widening achievement
gap.
In the end, however, making changes at the federal level
will not be enough, Baskins
said.
“It all comes down to local
community concern," he said.
"Change is going to have to
happen on a local level."
Paige echoed many of
Baskin’s sentiments.
“I’m devastated by the
African-American and white
achievement gap. It is consistent across the board in all
is never guaranteed, though
employees have received slight
raises almost every year. Contreras added that the wage increase
falls into a comparable range for
unionized service workers at
other area universities, but he
said it marks a striking disparity
between the wages of unionized
and nonunionized workers.
Contreras also expressed
the workers’ gratitude towards
the new contract in light of such
economic uncertainty, emphasizing that many feel fortunate
to have the assurance of a stable
income and health care benefits.
Contreras said nonunionized workers can earn as low as
half of what unionized workers

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Former Secretary of Education Rod Paige speaks at the National Capitol Summit on education, a policy forum Tuesday night at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel.
tests including, SAT and state
test results,” Paige said.
The problem, he said, is not
with academics but rather with
leadership. The former secretary emphasized that students
today need to know “we have
earn, illustrating the value of
union membership.
GW housekeepers “have the
peace of mind that comes with
job security that all too many
nonunion workers are denied,”
Contreras said.
Harriet Sims, who has
worked at GW for nearly 30
years in several buildings across
campus, said both elements of
the new contract are favorable.
“Health care is very expensive and with the health care
benefits it helps defray the cost,”
she said. “The economy is bad
so whatever little bit they’ve
given us, it does help.” 
–Sarah Scire contributed to this
report.

high expectations for them.”
Paige added that the widening
gap in academic success could
be seen as the “new civil rights
issue of our day.”
The former secretary said
education policy today is suf-

fering because it has not benefited from the insight and experience of those people who
know the education system
the best: the teachers. As long
as those who do not fully understand the educational land-

scape create policy, the system
will not improve, he said.
“Today, our challenge is to
find a way to make education
policy more effective, however, our sense of urgency needs
to be appreciated.” 
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www.gwmarketplace.com
Kieran Wilde, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309

GWMARKETPLACE

Survey Takers Needed:
Make $5-25 per survey.
Do it in your spare time.

Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com

Online classfied ads are available FREE to all GW students
and faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for
online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25
words, and $.30 per word beyond that.
All classifieds should be placed online. If
you cannot access the internet, ads may
be placed via email, fax or in person at
our office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard,
American Express and Discover, as well
as cash and check through our office.

CAMPUS LIFE
Insecure about your bathing suit
figure? Join our 11 day SpringBreak
Challenge and lose 5 to 15 pounds
for less than $200.
www.fifthsetacademy.isagenix.com
nutritionalreboot@gmail.com .
2022557754

HOUSING

Leading Progressive National
Newspaper is currently selecting
Reporter Interns.

www.GetPaidToThink.com

GW Hatchet classifieds are now The GW
Marketplace.

Great Pay, Flexible Hours!
Financial Planning office near
Bethesda Metro seeks friendly,
detail-oriented student.
$13/hour (negotiable higher based
on performance)
PT or FT
Email Resume: bethesdafinancial-

Short commute to The
George Washington
University Campus.
Walking distance
to (Court House)
Metrorail. Also, minutes
to Metrobus, an easy
commute on the (3Y).

You will have the full abilities and
responsibility of reporters--including
contacting Administration offices for
original reporting.
Requirements:

firm@gmail.com

-Excellent verbal skills
-Enthusiasm, dedication and
dependability--this is a daily effort,
so you must be reliable.
-The ability to communicate well
with others, and to be easy to work
with.

EXCELLENT PAY & FLEXIBLE
HOURS
FOR COMPUTER SPECIALIST
Requires exceptional web development, programming, networking, and trouble-shooting ability.
Office near Bethesda Metro. Email
Resume: bethesdafinancialfirm@

gmail.com

!Bartending! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800)965-6520 x 171.
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Nomo’s
birthplace
35 “No ___” (“Beats
me”)
37 Ripen
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of an Austin
cathedral?
42 “Talk to ___,”
Pedro
Almodóvar film
43 Time-honored
name?
44 Food processor
setting
45 Torpedoed
47 David ___,
founder of the
Libertarian Party
50 A.A.A. jobs
51 ___ were
53 Brick maker
55 Hefty invoice for
boots and
spurs?
62 On the fence
63 Dashboard item
64 Emasculate
65 Embarrassed,
perhaps

66 Last name of
Kipling’s Kim
67 Fresh
68 ___ Balls (snack
cakes)
69 Masters champ
of 1949, 1952
and 1954

Down
1 Grouch
2 Epithet that’s an
anagram of 60Down
3 Big do
4 Snail
5 Pasta salad
ingredient
6 Pelvic bone
7 Overseas
shipping unit
8 Star of
Broadway’s
“QED,” 2001-02
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10 Walker, Cooper
and others
11 Art ___
12 Asia’s ___ Sea
13 Shed
19 Present for
viewing … or
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prevent from
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Puzzle by Eric Tentarelli

40 Trips through
rain forests,
maybe
41 Famously fast
route
46 Home of Fort
Scott National
Historic Site

Students, faculty and staff, place
your ad online today for free at
www.GWMarketplace.com.
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47

39 Garb for Robin
Hood and his
band

Free Classifieds!

41
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45

55

Website: fortstrong.com

16

22
24

Call- (703) 527-1991

The GW Hatchet is seeking a circulation assistant to join our street
team. Responsibilities include
delivery of the paper Monday
and Thursday morning as well as
administrative work in our office.
Conveniently located on campus,
The GW Hatchet is the 104-year-old
independent newspaper of GW. This
position in the best way to advance
within the office quickly, especially
for students interested in sales, marketing and design; Must be available
for at least 2 hours before noon on
Monday & Thursday. Work-study
is required. To apply, email Arron
Elkins, advertising manager, at aelkins@gwhatchet.com

A busy ofc downtown is currently
seeking a PT medical receptionist
from 7:30am-2:30pm, MWF. Must be
respectful, lively, courteous, friendly
and smart. Fax resume at 202-2960214

301-356-4107
Probability Stat

GW Students and Faculty
place your ads online at
WWW.GWMARKETPLACE.COM
FOR FREE!!!

Nice spacious
apartments in a tranquil
Courtyard setting.

Send experience/resume to:
nationalprogressivenewspaper@

Medical Receptionist

SERVICES

The rate includes all
utilities and parking.
Hardwood floors, gas
cooking and close to
shopping.

Excellent opportunity to gain experience, national visibility and clips,
and to be a part of this extraordinary
time--if you meet the above. The
work will require 5-8 hours.

gmail.com

(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

1,575.00- 2 Bedroom/All Tutoring: Statistics and
Economics
Utilities Included

The newspaper is dedicated to
daily coverage of the Obama
Administration

JOBS

Across
1 Choker
component
6 Music pioneered
by Byron Lee
and the
Dragonaires
9 ___ secretary
14 Rummage
15 Suffer
16 Bygone Olds
17 Sorkin who
created “The
West Wing”
18 Section in a
record store
20 Chestnut-colored
mustang
offspring?
22 Its coat of arms
includes a
vicuña
23 “Rule, Britannia”
composer
Thomas
24 Nuts
27 Like the space
around a firstclass seat, say
29 Con

9

48 Light ratio in
astronomy

57 Mall
conveniences

49 Prefix with
romantic

58 Cousin of a
treecreeper

52 Like some
silences

59 Family name
suffix in
taxonomy

54 Spinners
55 Prey for lions
56 College in New
Rochelle, N.Y.

60 Money that’s an
anagram of 2Down
61 Dishwasherful

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit
card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Can you complete this
week's Sudoku?
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Andrew Alberg – Sports Editor (aalberg@gwhatchet.com)
Dan Greene – Asst. Sports Editor (dgreene@gwhatchet.com)

Week off couldn't come
at better time for team
by Andrew Alberg
Sports Editor
With its loss to La Salle Wednesday night,
GW’s men’s basketball team fell to 0-6 in the Atlantic 10, making them the only one of the conference’s 14 teams not to win a game. The Colonials have lost 10 games in a row overall and sit
at the bottom of the standings by itself.
Karl Hobbs’ team now has a full week off
before it heads back to Philadelphia to play Saint
Joseph’s at the famed Palestra. Instead of having to prepare for a rapidly approaching game
on Saturday, the team’s coaches will have the
rare opportunity to take a step back, go over
the team’s recent losses and figure out what has
been working and what hasn’t been.
For those who haven’t been following the
team closely, the team’s three seniors – Rob Diggs,
Wynton Witherspoon and Noel Wilmore – have
been working. Diggs can be relied on for solid
games every time, and Wilmore has started to
look comfortable,
even confident, on
the court, actively
and aggressively
looking for shots.
If he can keep that
up for the rest of
the season, the Colonials will have a
much easier time
ANDREW ALBERG
keeping up with
opponents, most
SPORTS EDITOR
of whom also
have a three-point
specialist.
What isn’t working is the all-or-nothing approach to playing time that players like sophomore Joseph Katuka and junior Herm Opoku
have been subjected to. Both players are raw and
need time to hone their skills. But playing them
each 20 minutes one night, then not at all the
next straight games, is detrimental to their development. It’s not just those two: After playing
44 minutes Sunday against Rhode Island, junior
Damian Hollis played just 14 Wednesday.
Basketball is a game of rhythm and defined
roles; if a player knows he is going to get eight
minutes of play at the end of the first half, he is
more likely to feel comfortable on the court during that time and, subsequently, play well. This
is especially the case for players who are still
learning what they are and aren’t capable of.
Next Wednesday’s game against Saint Joseph’s is going to be tough for GW no matter
how well it plays, but the team has had the lead
relatively late in the second half in six of the last
seven games – all losses. But in the four games
after that, GW plays the three teams directly
above them at the bottom of the standings.
If Hobbs and his assistants use the next week
to work out some kinks and the Colonials win
those three games, they will be on their way to
securing the 12th-place record needed to make
the A-10 tournament in March.
If they don’t make it, there may be a new head
coach in Foggy Bottom this time next year. 

file photo

Head men's basketball coach Karl Hobbs speaks with his team earlier this season. The Colonials' current 10-game losing streak is the longest such
streak since 2002, Hobbs' first season in Foggy Bottom.

Men's basketball loses 10th in a row
by Dan Greene
Assistant Sports Editor

76-66 loss
to La Salle
leaves GW
last in A-10

Ten straight losses.
It’s been a while since that figure could be attached to GW’s men’s basketball team, but so it came
to be Wednesday night at La Salle, as the Colonials
fell to the Explorers 76-66 to continue their slide.
GW once again hung with the eventual victors
for the majority of the contest, as they had done in
their four most recent defeats. The two teams traded
the lead 14 times in the first 14 minutes, with the
Explorers not opening a two-possession lead until
the final minute before halftime.
The Colonials regained a one-point advantage
when senior Wynton Witherspoon hit a three-pointer inside of the ten-minute mark. As La Salle refused
to let up, senior Noel Wilmore, who scored a teamhigh 16 points off the bench, connected on his own
pair of threes. The second of Wilmore’s buckets gave
GW what would turn out to be their final lead with

Women
breeze by
Dayton
by Louis Nelson
Hatchet Staff Writer
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Senior Antelia Parrish goes in for a layup earlier this season. After starting out the
season slowly by GW standards, the team has won its last five games.

The GW women’s basketball team continued its
winning ways Wednesday night against Dayton, beating the Flyers 64-52 and running the Colonials seasonhigh win streak to five games.
The Colonials (12-8, 5-1 Atlantic 10) were led by
freshman Tara Booker who had five rebounds to go
with her team high 15 points. Freshman Tiana Myers
and senior Antelia Parrish each also scored in double
figures, with 13 and 14 points, respectively.
However, Wednesday was an off-night for senior
center Jessica Adair, who faced double-teams from
Dayton defenders all night. Her loss was her teammates’ gain, head coach Mike Bozeman said in a telephone interview following the game. He pointed to
Adair’s willingness to pass out of the double team to
her wide-open teammates who happily made the Flyers pay for their defensive scheme, calling Adair’s play
“unselfish.”
The game was never really in question for the Colonials, who seized control by way of a 13-0 run midway through the second half and who held the Flyers
to less than10 points through the first 13 minutes of the
game. Dayton closed the margin to nine with just fewer than five minutes left in the second half, but never
got any closer.
The current five-game streak has marked a dramatic reversal for the Colonials, who struggled at
times through a tough nonconference schedule that
left them hovering around .500 and facing conference play ahead of them. But ever since losing a close
game against Richmond in their Atlantic 10 opener,
the team has played better. For Bozeman, his team’s
dramatic turnaround starts with Adair and her twin
sister Jazmine.
“I think there’s a togetherness that’s being demonstrated. There’s a more unified acceptance of our new
system,” Bozeman said. “I think Jessica and Jazmine
were integral in that, and they have such an influence
on the team.”
Looking ahead, GW still faces the rest of its tough
A-10 schedule, including road games against conference-leading and 23rd-ranked Xavier (8-0, 18-4 A-10)
and Charlotte (5-1, 14-6 A-10), as well as a home date
against St. Bonaventure (4-1, 15-5 A-10). Even so, Bozeman is optimistic.
“We haven’t maxed out our potential,” Bozeman
said. “We haven’t even scratched the surface.” 

just under six minutes to play.
The Explorers would outscore the Colonials 18-8
over the remainder of the game, with GW enduring a nearly three-minute scoring drought before
Wilmore scored on a jumper.
Not since head coach Karl Hobbs’ first season
at the helm has GW endured a losing streak this extended. In the nearly seven years since, they have
racked up titles, rankings and tournament trips –
but now all that is racking up are tallies in the loss
column. Should they add one more, it will mark
their longest losing streak since the infamous 19881989 season. That year the Colonials went 1-27, their
lone win being sandwiched between 14- and 13game skids.
Hobbs was not available for comment after
Wednesday’s game.
The Colonials will have a week off before getting another opportunity for their first conference
win at Saint Joseph’s next Wednesday. Tip-off is set
for 7 p.m. 

Cellar Dwellers
With Wednesday night's loss to
La Salle, GW's men's basketball
team is the only Atlantic 10 team
without a conference win.

W
Saint Joseph's 5
Xavier
5
Dayton
4
Duquesne
4
La Salle
3
Richmond
3
Temple
3
Rhode Island 3
UMass
2
Saint Louis
2
St. Bonaventure 2
Charlotte
1
Fordham
1
GW
0
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2
2
2
2
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3
3
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5
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